Agricultural Producer Flood Assistance Flowchart

I had standing/stored crop loss
- Contact my insurance agent (inc. Crop Ins.)
- Document and call FSA
  - I know I need additional forage
    - Contact CCE/Farm Bureau for sellers
  - I don’t know how much more forage I need
    - Contact CCE for worksheets and technical assistance

I had cropland/CRP/CREP damage
- Document with pictures
  - Contact SWCD and FSA

I had damage to BMPs installed on my farm
- Document with pictures
  - Contact SWCD

I need help making personal and business decisions, with addressing health concerns or stress
- Contact CCE
- Contact NYCAMH 1-800-343-7527
- Contact FarmNet 1-800-547-FARM

I had damage to buildings/equipment/infrastructure on my farm
- Document with pictures
  - Contact SWCD and FSA
  - Contact my insurance agent

I lost livestock (including loss due to illness after the flood) and/or production (including dumped milk)
- Document loss (may require veterinarian confirmation)
  - Contact SWCD and FSA
  - Contact FSA by Oct 1

I had damage to my residence or previous flood FEMA repairs
- Document loss
  - Contact FEMA 1-800-621-3362
  - Contact NY USDA Rural Development office (315) 477-6400

CCE=Cornell Cooperative Extension  SWCD=Soil and Water Conservation District  FSA=Farm Service Agency  NYCAMH=NY Center for Agricultural Medicine and Health

Contact promptly with emergency damage as you may be eligible for Immediate State Aid!
If as a result of flood damage you will have lost income, you as a self-employed business owner and your employees may be eligible for disaster unemployment insurance. Call the NYS Dept. of Labor 1-888-209-8124 by October 3rd.